
Call # TITLE

070.4 SMITH Traffic : genius, rivalry, and delusion in the billion-dollar race to go viral / Ben 

Smith

152.46 MARQU Bold move : a 3-step plan to transform anxiety into power / Dr. Luana 

Marques

153.35 JAKES Disruptive thinking : a daring strategy to change how we live, lead, and love / 

T. D. Jakes

153.752 SMIL Size : how it explains the world / Vaclav Smil

155.5 KLINE The school of hard talks : how to have real conversations with your (almost 

grown) kids / Emily Kline, PhD

158 ALTER Anatomy of a breakthrough : how to get unstuck when it matters most / Adam 

Alter

158 GRAVE Collecting confidence : start where you are to become the person you were 

meant to be / Kim Gravel

158 GREER Am I lying to myself? : how to overcome denial and see the truth / Dr. Jane 

Greer

158.1 KELLY Excellent advice for living: wisdom I wish I'd known earlier / Kevin Kelly

170.44 MCGAR The well-lived life : a 102-year-old doctor's six secrets to health and happiness 

at every age / Gladys McGarey, MD 

170.44 MONNI Goodbye to clocks ticking : how we live while dying / Joseph Monninger

202.3 JENNI 100 places to see after you die: a travel guide to the afterlife / Ken Jennings

204 WILSO Soul boom : why we need a spiritual revolution / Rainn Wilson

234.5 KELLE Forgive : why should I and how can I? / Timothy Keller

248.4 OAKES Practice the pause : Jesus' contemplative practice, new brain science, and 

what it means to be fully human / Caroline Oakes

248.84 BREAM The love stories of the Bible speak : 13 biblical lessons on romance, friendship, 

and faith / Shannon Bream

277.3 MCENA Serenity in the storm : living through chaos by leaning on Christ / Kayleigh 

McEnany

277.3 ONISH Preparing for war : the extremist history of white Christian nationalism--and 

what comes next / Bradley Onishi

291.9 GUINN Waco : David Koresh, the Branch Davidians, & a legacy of rage / Jeff Guinn

303.4833 WINCH Knowing what we know : the transmission of knowledge, from ancient wisdom 

to modern magic / Simon Winchester

304.28 HAWLE Cracked : the future of dams in a hot, chaotic world / Steven Hawley ; 

foreword by David James Duncan

305.2 TWENG Generations : the real differences between Gen Z, Millennials, Gen X, 

Boomers, and Silents--and what they mean for America's future / Jean M. 

Twenge, PhD

305.42 KAHN Young and restless : the untold history of American girls in protest / Mattie 

Kahn

305.42 LOEHN On Our Best Behavior : The Seven Deadly Sins and the Price Women Pay to Be 

Good / Elise Loehnen
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305.8 KIX You have to be prepared to die before you can begin to live : ten weeks in 

Birmingham that changed America / Paul Kix

305.8 MUKAN Real friends talk about race : Bridging the Gaps Through Uncomfortable 

Conversations / Yseult P. Mukantabana and Hannah Summerhill

305.8 ROTHS Just action : how to challenge segregation enacted under the color of law / 

Leah Rothstein, Richard Rothstein

305.8924 TETER Christian supremacy : reckoning with the roots of antisemitism and racism / 

Magda Teter

320.51 PIRRO Crimes against America : the left's takedown of our republic / Judge Jeanine 

Pirro

322.42 COWIE Freedom's dominion : a saga of white resistance to federal power / Jefferson 

Cowie

323.092 SELET The kneeling man : my father's life as a Black spy who witnessed the 

assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. / Leta McCollough Seletzky

330.973 RUBIO Decades of decadence : how our spoiled elites blew America's inheritance of 

liberty, security, and prosperity / Marco Rubio

331.2 LIND Hell to pay : how the suppression of wages is destroying America / Michael 

Lind

331.4 DIEHL Glass walls : shattering the six gender bias barriers still holding women back at 

work / Amy Diehl and Leanne M. Dzubinski

332.4 PATTE Chaos kings : how Wall Street traders make billions in the new age of crisis / 

Scott Patterson

333.75 KING The ghost forest : racists, radicals, and real estate in the California redwoods / 

Greg King

333.91 GLEIC The three ages of water : prehistoric past, imperiled present, and a hope for 

the future / Peter Gleick

339.2 MORGE These are the plunderers : how private equity runs -- and wrecks -- America / 

Gretchen Morgenson and Joshua Rosner

339.4 CURRI The overlooked Americans : the resilience of our rural towns and what it 

means for our country / Elizabeth Currid-Halkett

347.7326 JARRE The trial of the century / Gregg Jarrett with Don Yaeger

347.7326 VLADE The shadow docket : how the Supreme Court uses stealth rulings to amass 

power and undermine the republic / Stephen Vladeck

362.1109 NUILA The people's hospital : hope & peril in American medicine / Ricardo Nuila

362.175 VLAHO The in-between : unforgettable encounters during life's final moments / 

Hadley Vlahos, R.N

362.19 GREEN The Covid consensus : the global assault on democracy and the poor-- a 

critique from the left / Toby Green & Thomas Fazi

362.5 GERON Weathering : the extraordinary stress of ordinary life in an unjust society / 

Arline T. Geronimus

363.325 RASKI The January 6th report : the report of the Select Committee to Investigate the 

January 6th Attack on the United States Capitol 

363.325 TOOBI Homegrown : Timothy McVeigh and the birth of white extremism / Jeffrey 

Toobin

363.34 CARNE The vortex : a true story of history's deadliest storm, an unspeakable war, and 

liberation / Scott Carney and Jason Miklian



363.46 MATTH You or someone you love : reflections from an abortion doula / Hannah 

Matthews

364.1323 MARTI Scoundrels: political scandals in American history / J. Michael Martinez

364.1323 MASTE Crooked: a corrupt attorney general, a crusading senator & the birth of the 

American political scandal / Nathan Masters

364.1323 RISEN The last honest man : the CIA, the FBI, the Mafia, and the Kennedys--and one 

senator's fight to save democracy / by James Risen 

364.1523 SOTTI When the moon turns to blood : Lori Vallow, Chad Daybell, and a story of 

murder, wild faith, and end times / Leah Sottile

364.162 AMELI Satellite boy : the international manhunt for a master thief that launched the 

modern communication age / Andrew Amelinckx

371.102 ROBER Lessons learned and cherished : the teacher who changed my life

371.94 GRAND Autism & education / Temple Grandin

388.4 GRABA Paved paradise : how parking explains the world / Henry Grabar

508 QUAMM The heartbeat of the wild : dispatches from landscapes of wonder, peril, and 

hope / David Quammen

520 PLAIT Under alien skies : a sightseer's guide to the universe / Philip Plait, PhD

539 ELECT Electromagnetic fields of wireless communications : biological and health 

effects / edited by Dimitris J. Panagopoulos

551.31 BRADY Ice : from mixed drinks to skating rinks - a cool history of a hot commodity / 

Amy Brady

551.46 FOX The Bathysphere book: effects of the luminous ocean depths/ Brad Fox

594.56 SCHEE Many things under a rock : the mysteries of octopuses / David Scheel

598.2 GYLLE A wing and a prayer : the race to save our vanishing birds / Anders and Beverly 

Gyllenhaal

598.97 ACKER What an owl knows : the new science of the world's most enigmatic birds / 

Jennifer Ackerman

599.2 CLODE Koala : a natural history and an uncertain future / Danielle Clode

610.69 DEAN If I betray these words : moral injury in medicine and why it's so hard for 

clinicians to put patients first / Wendy Dean, M.D.

612.68 LEIPZ Honest aging : an insider's guide to the second half of life / Rosanne M. Leipzig, 

MD, PhD

612.8 CLARK The experience machine : how our minds predict and shape reality / Andy 

Clark

612.82 BUDSO Why we forget and how to remember better : the science behind memory / 

Andrew E. Budson, MD 

614.5 WATSO America's first plague : the deadly 1793 epidemic that crippled a young nation 

/ Robert P. Watson

614.59 COVID Lessons from the Covid war : an investigative report 

615.322 NUWER I feel love : MDMA and the quest for connection in a fractured world / Rachel 

Nuwer

616.722 GOOD Good living with rheumatoid arthritis

616.83 BUDSO Seven steps to managing your aging memory : what's normal, what's not, and 

what to do about it / Andrew E. Budson

616.89 JAMIS Fires in the dark : healing the unquiet mind / Kay Redfield Jamison

616.8982 FARLE Girls and their monsters : the Genain quadruplets and the making of madness 

in America / Audrey Clare Farley



616.994 MARUS A new war on cancer : the unlikely heroes revolutionizing prevention / Kristina 

Marusic

618.04 NIX Remedies for sorrow : an extraordinary child, a secret kept from pregnant 

women, and a mother's pursuit of the truth / Megan Nix

618.175 DUNN Hot and bothered : what no one tells you about menopause and how to feel 

like yourself again / Jancee Dunn

618.178 SCHRO Fertility rules : the definitive guide to male and female reproductive health / 

Leslie Schrock 

618.97 JAUHA My father's brain : life in the shadow of Alzheimer's / Sandeep Jauhar

620 HAMMA Things we make : the unknown history of invention from cathedrals to soda 

cans / Bill Hammack

629.1309 GWYNN His Majesty's airship : the life and tragic death of the world's largest flying 

machine / S.C. Gwynne

629.45 VANCE When the heavens went on sale : the misfits and geniuses who put space 

within reach / Ashlee Vance

635.09 DUNGY Soil : the story of a Black mother's garden / Camille T. Dungy

636.8 LOSOS The cat's meow : how cats evolved from the savanna to your sofa / Jonathan 

B. Losos 

640.43 ODELL Saving time : discovering a life beyond the clock / Jenny Odell

641.52 KIEFF 100 morning treats : with muffins, rolls, biscuits, sweet and savory breakfast 

breads, and more / Sarah Kieffer

641.56314 INCHA The glucose goddess method : the 4-week guide to cutting cravings, getting 

your energy back, and feeling amazing / Jessie Inchauspe

641.5636 BOOKE The soul-full whole food plant-based cookbook : healthy foods that feed the 

soul

641.5636 BROWN HealthyGirl kitchen : 100+ plant-based recipes to live your healthiest life / 

Danielle Brown

641.5636 DONOF Love and lemons: simple feel-good food : 125 plant-focused meals to enjoy 

now or make ahead / Jeanine Donofrio

641.59 BISSE Flavor+us : cooking for everyone / Rahanna Bisseret Martinez 

641.5974 KINGS Smithsonian American table : the foods, people, and innovations that feed us / 

Lisa Kingsley

641.5975 GAINE Magnolia Table. Volume 3 / Joanna Gaines

641.5975 LAMBE Y'all eat yet: welcome to the pretty b*tchin' kitchen / Miranda Lambert

641.66 LOFTU Raw dog : the naked truth about hot dogs / Jamie Loftus

641.822 RODDY An A-Z of pasta : recipes for shapes and sauces, from alfabeto to ziti, and 

everything in between / Rachel Roddy

646.7 HU Flawless: lessons in looks & culture from the K-beauty capital / Elise Hu

648 DAVIS How to keep house while drowning : a gentle approach to cleaning and 

organizing / KC Davis

649.1 SOLE Fat talk : parenting in the age of diet culture / Virginia Sole-Smith

649.8 KENWA Who cares : the hidden crisis of caregiving, and how we solve it / Emily 

Kenway

650.1 FEILE The search: finding meaningful work in a post-career world / Bruce Feiler

650.1 STAUF All the gold stars : reimagining ambition and the ways we strive / Rainesford 

Stauffer



650.1 TANK Automate your busywork : do less, achieve more, and save your brain for the 

big stuff / Aytekin Tank

681.11 STRUT Hands of time : a watchmaker's history / Rebecca Struthers

741.2 BAEZ Am I pretty when I fly? : an album of upside down drawings / Joan Baez

741.5 KESSL The gull yettin / Joe Kessler.

741.5 KIRBY Marry me a little : a graphic memoir / Rob Kirby

741.5 WERTZ Impossible people: a completely average recovery story / Julia Wertz

741.54 BELL The talk / Darrin Bell

741.54 SAKUR A man & his cat. Vol. 1 / story and art by Umi Sakurai 

741.54 SAKUR A man & his cat. Vol. 2 / story and art by Umi Sakurai

741.54 SAKUR A man & his cat. Vol. 3 / story and art by Umi Sakurai 

746.6 DEAN Wild colour : how to make & use natural dyes / Jenny Dean 

746.6 VEJAR Journeys in natural dyeing : techniques for creating color at home / Kristine 

Vejar

747 GATER Own your space : attainable room-by-room decorating tips for renters and 

homeowners / Alexandra Gater

747 YOKOT Home therapy : interior design for increasing happiness, boosting confidence, 

and creating calm / Anita Yokota 

781.64 SCOTT Into the groove: the story of sound from tin foil to vinyl / Jonathan Scott

781.66 PAPPA Quantum criminals : ramblers, wild gamblers, and other sole survivors from 

the songs of Steely Dan / paintings by Joan LeMay 

781.6692 BEATL 1964: eyes of the storm / photographs and reflections by Paul McCartney

791.432 DESEM The last action heroes : the triumphs, flops, and feuds of Hollywood's kings of 

carnage / Nick de Semlyen

796 GREEN Got your number : the greatest sports legends and the numbers they own / 

Mike Greenberg

796.323 HOLLA How basketball can save the world : 13 guiding principles for reimagining 

what's possible / David Hollander

796.357 KEPNE The grandest stage : a history of the World Series / Tyler Kepner

796.35792 CURRY The 1998 Yankees : the inside story of the greatest baseball team ever / Jack 

Curry

808.02 SEPET You: the story: a writer's guide / Ruta Sepetys

808.02 SMILE The questions that matter most : reading, writing, and the exercise of freedom 

/ Jane Smiley

811.54 PHILL Then the war : and selected poems 2007-2020 / Carl Phillips

814.6 COMED Comedy bang! bang! : the podcast (the book) / Scott Aukerman

817.5 ZIMME Is it hot in here (or am I suffering for all eternity for the sins I committed on 

earth)? / Zach Zimmerman

817.54 IRBY Quietly hostile : essays / Samantha Irby

909 SEBAG The world : a family history / Simon Sebag Montefiore

909.098 MAC The West : a new history in fourteen lives / Naoaise Mac Sweeney

910.45 RAPPA Reading the glass : a captain's view of weather, water, and life on ships / Elliot 

Rappaport

910.916 HARTM Battle of ink and ice : a sensational story of news barons, North Pole explorers, 

and the making of modern media / Darrell Hartman

914.15 KAVAN Always Ireland : an insider's tour of the Emerald Isle / Jack Kavanagh

915.694 COBBL Israel : beauty, light, and luxury / Tara-Leigh Cobble



917.804 GRANT The last ride of the Pony Express : my 2,000-mile horseback journey into the 

Old West / Will Grant

917.913 SEVIG Brave the wild river : the untold story of two women who mapped the botany 

of the Grand Canyon / Melissa L Sevigny

920 KROEG Undaunted : how women changed American journalism / Brooke Kroeger

920 SPALD Edison's ghosts : the untold weirdness of history's greatest geniuses / Katie 

Spalding

940.5318 HUROW In the garden of the righteous : the heroes who risked their lives to save Jews 

during the Holocaust / Richard Hurowitz

940.5318 WIJK The last secret of the secret annex : the untold story of Anne Frank, her silent 

protector, and a family betrayal / Joop van Wijk-Voskuijl 

940.5373 NELSO V is for victory : Franklin Roosevelt's American Revolution and the triumph of 

World War II / Craig Nelson

940.542 THOMA Road to surrender : three men and the countdown to the end of World War II 

/ Evan Thomas

940.5426 CONRO Devils will get no rest : FDR, Churchill, and the plan that won the war / James 

B, Conroy

943 RADY The middle kingdoms : a new history of Central Europe / Martyn Rady

945.09 MAZZE Sisters in resistance : how a German spy, a banker's wife, and Mussolini's 

daughter outwitted the Nazis / Tilar J. Mazzeo

947.086 MATTH Overreach: the inside story of Putin's war against Ukraine/ Owen Matthews

947.7 PLOKH The Russo-Ukrainian war : the return of history / Serhii Plokhy

951.05 BRANI Red memory: the afterlives of China's Cultural Revolution / Tania Branigan

951.06 WONG Party of one : the rise of Xi Jinping and China's superpower future / Chun Han 

Wong

959.704 BLACK The long reckoning : a story of war, peace, and redemption in Vietnam / 

George Black

970.1 BLACK Rediscovery of America : native peoples and the unmaking of U. S. history / 

Ned Blackhawk

973.0468 TOBAR Our migrant souls : a meditation on race and the meanings and myths of 

Latino / Haector Tobar

973.0496 SWARN The 272 : the families who were enslaved and sold to build the American 

Catholic Church / Rachel L. Swarns

973.5 COZZE A brutal reckoning : Andrew Jackson, the Creek Indians, and the epic war for 

the American South / Peter Cozzens

973.7115 GOODR On freedom road : bicycle explorations and reckonings on the Underground 

Railroad / David Goodrich

973.7115 JONES No right to an honest living : the struggles of Boston's black workers in the Civil 

War era / Jacqueline Jones

973.8 WELS An assassin in utopia : the true story of a nineteenth-century sex cult and a 

president's murder / Susan Wels

973.917 SCHMI First lady of World War II : Eleanor Roosevelt's daring journey to the frontlines 

and back / Shannon McKenna Schmidt

973.924 EISEN Fire and rain : Nixon, Kissinger, and the wars in Southeast Asia / Carolyn 

Woods Eisenberg

976.6 LUCKE Built from the fire : the epic story of Tulsa's Greenwood district, America's 

Black Wall Street / Victor Luckerson



978.02 WIMME The summer of 1876 : outlaws, lawmen, and legends in the season that 

defined the American West / Chris Wimmer

BIOGRAPHY ALEXANDER Why fathers cry at night : a memoir in love poems, letters, recipes, and 

remembrances / Kwame Alexander

BIOGRAPHY AVASHIA Another Appalachia : coming up queer and Indian in a mountain place / 

Neema Avashia

BIOGRAPHY BERTEI Twist, an American girl : a memoir / Adele Bertei

BIOGRAPHY BILGER Fatherland : a memoir of war, conscience & family secrets / Burkhard Bilger

BIOGRAPHY BROKAW Never give up : a prairie family's story / Tom Brokaw

BIOGRAPHY CARGLE A renaissance of our own : a memoir & manifesto on reimagining / Rachel E. 

Cargle

BIOGRAPHY CHIN Mott Street : a Chinese American family's story of exclusion and homecoming 

/ Ava Chin

BIOGRAPHY COHEN The daddy diaries : the year I grew up / Andy Cohen

BIOGRAPHY CONVERSE To anyone who ever asks : the life, music, and mystery of Connie Converse / 

Howard Fishman

BIOGRAPHY COOPER Better living through birding : notes from a Black man in the natural world / by 

Christian Cooper

BIOGRAPHY CUNARD Magnificent rebel : Nancy Cunard in Jazz Age Paris / Anne de Courcy

BIOGRAPHY DERN Honey, baby, mine : a mother and daughter talk life, death, love (and banana 

pudding) / Laura Dern & Diane Ladd 

BIOGRAPHY DIAZ Tremendous : the life of a comedy savage / Joey Coco Diaz 

BIOGRAPHY DOWD Forager : field notes on surviving a family cult / Michelle Dowd ; illustrations 

by Susan Brand

BIOGRAPHY GINGRICH March to the majority : the real story of the Republican revolution / Newt 

Gingrich with Joe Gaylord and Louie Brogdon

BIOGRAPHY GRAHAM Have I told you this already? : stories I don't want to forget to remember / 

Lauren Graham

BIOGRAPHY H Hijab butch blues : a memoir / Lamya H

BIOGRAPHY HAUGEN The power of one : how I found the strength to tell the truth and why I blew 

the whistle on Facebook / Frances Haugen

BIOGRAPHY HAUSER The face laughs while the brain cries : the education of a doctor / Dr. Stephen 

L. Hauser, M.D.

BIOGRAPHY HOOVER G-man : J. Edgar Hoover and the making of the American century / Beverly 

Gage

BIOGRAPHY HUGHES George : a magpie memoir / Frieda Hughes

BIOGRAPHY JACKSON Say Anarcha : a young woman, a devious surgeon, and the harrowing birth of 

modern women's health / J. C. Hallman

BIOGRAPHY JAMES Wildflower : a memoir / Aurora James

BIOGRAPHY KELLY Tell me everything : a memoir / Minka Kelly

BIOGRAPHY KEY How to stay married / Harrison Scott Key

BIOGRAPHY KING King : a life / Jonathan Eig

BIOGRAPHY KLOBUCHAR The joy of politics : surviving cancer, a campaign, a pandemic, an insurrection, 

and life's other unexpected curveballs / Amy Klobuchar

BIOGRAPHY MANDEL Little earthquakes : a memoir / Sarah Mandel

BIOGRAPHY MANDELA Winnie and Nelson : portrait of a marriage / Jonny Steinberg



BIOGRAPHY MCCARTHY Walking with Sam : a father, a son, and five hundred miles across Spain / 

Andrew McCarthy

BIOGRAPHY MESSALINA Messalina : empress, adulteress, libertine / Honor Cargill-Martin

BIOGRAPHY NG Orphan bachelors : a memoir / Fae Myenne Ng

BIOGRAPHY ONASSIS Camera girl : the coming of age of Jackie Bouvier Kennedy / Carl Sferrazza 

Anthony

BIOGRAPHY ORWELL Orwell : the new life / D.J. Taylor

BIOGRAPHY PAGE Pageboy : a memoir / Elliot Page

BIOGRAPHY PICK-GOSLAR My friend Anne Frank / Hannah Pick-Goslar 

BIOGRAPHY POTTS The forgotten girls : a memoir of friendship and lost promise in rural America / 

Monica Potts

BIOGRAPHY PYLE The soldier's truth: Ernie Pyle & the story of World War II / David Chrisinger

BIOGRAPHY RANNELLS Uncle of the year : & other debatable triumphs / Andrew Rannells

BIOGRAPHY RONDON Into the Amazon : the life of Candido Rondon, trailblazing explorer, scientist, 

statesman, and conservationist / Larry Rohter

BIOGRAPHY SHAKURS An Amerikan family : the Shakurs and the nation they created / Santi Elijah 

Holley

BIOGRAPHY SMITH Talk of champions : stories of the people who made me : a memoir / Kenny 

Smith

BIOGRAPHY SNYDER Women we buried, women we burned  / Rachel Louise Snyder

BIOGRAPHY SPILLANE Spillane : king of pulp fiction / Max Allan Collins 

BIOGRAPHY STILL Vigilance : the life of William Still, Father of the Underground Railroad / 

Andrew K. Diemer

BIOGRAPHY TURNER When the world didn't end : a memoir / Guinevere Turner

BIOGRAPHY VIREN To name the bigger lie : a memoir in two stories / Sarah Viren

BIOGRAPHY WANG Oh my mother! : a memoir in nine adventures / Connie Wang

BIOGRAPHY WHITE The book of Charlie : wisdom from the remarkable American life of a 109-year-

old man / David Von Drehle

BIOGRAPHY WILLIAMS Don't tell anybody the secrets I told you / Lucinda Williams

BIOGRAPHY ZARA Uneducated : a memoir of flunking out, falling apart, and finding my worth / 

Christopher Zara


